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Abstract—We consider the problem of active learning in the
context of spatial sampling, where the sampling cost is a function
of both the number of samples taken and the distance traveled
during the sampling procedure. We present a novel extension
of the Quantile Search (QS) algorithm, in which the tuning
parameter m varies throughout the search procedure. We analyze
the resulting algorithm in terms of both sample complexity and
distance traveled. Empirical results show that our proposed
method outperforms standard QS with fixed m in all cases
considered.

I. INTRODUCTION & PROBLEM FORMULATION

Level set estimation is an important problem in scientific
domains such as water quality monitoring. For example,
consider the motivating problem of determining the spatial
extent of a hypoxic (low oxygen concentration) region in Lake
Erie, which is a strong indicator of lake health [1]–[4]. In this
case, all points with oxygen concentration below and above a
fixed threshold can be considered as two classes in a binary
classification problem, where the goal is to estimate the Bayes
Decision Boundary (BDB). Labels are obtained by sending a
vehicle to a physical location to take measurements of the
phenomenon of interest.

In practice, the hypoxic region is not stationary and spans
an area on the order of hundreds of square kilometers [2].
Therefore, to accurately model this region, any sampling pro-
cedure must be completed as quickly as possible. Efficiently
determining the BDB can be viewed as an active learning
problem [5], [6], where the sampling cost depends both on
the number of samples collected and the distance traveled
throughout the procedure; importantly the latter quantity de-
pends on the current location of the vehicle.

In [4], the authors demonstrate how this problem can be
solved using a series of one-dimensional searches for the
change point θ∗ of a binary step function. The proposed
quantile search (QS) algorithm is shown to provide an explicit
tradeoff between the number of samples taken and distance
traveled during the estimation procedure. QS is a generaliza-
tion of binary bisection [7]–[9], where rather than sampling
at the mid-point of the feasible interval, samples are taken
at a location 1/m into this interval, where m ≥ 2 is fixed.
By increasing m, more samples are required, but the distance
“overshoot” is reduced, providing the desired tradeoff.

In this work, we extend the QS algorithm by allowing m to
vary throughout the sampling procedure. We provide a novel

update method for m that is dependent on the size of the
feasible interval and analyze its convergence properties. We
verify our results empirically, then show that our proposed
algorithm outperforms QS with fixed m in all scenarios
considered.

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM & ANALYSIS

As stated in the introduction, the problem of interest may
be reduced to a series of one-dimensional search problems [4],
[6]. Define the step function class

F = {f : [0, 1]→ R : f(x) = 1[0,θ)(x), θ ∈ [0, 1]}

where 1S(x) denotes the set indicator function. In contrast to
the standard active learning scenario, our goal is to estimate
an unknown θ∗ while minimizing the total time required for
sampling, a function of both the number of samples taken
and the distance traveled. Towards this end, we suppose that
the sampling vehicle obtains observations {Yn}Nn=1 ∈ {0, 1}

N

from the sample locations {Xn}Nn=1 in the unit interval
according to Yn = fθ(Xn).

Consider an arbitrary sampling strategy that collects Ns
measurements at locations {Xn}Ns

n=1. Let Ts be the time
required to obtain a single measurement and Tt be the time
required to travel a unit distance. We may then calculate the
total sampling time Ttot as

Ttot = TsNs + Tt

(
Ns∑
n=1

|xn − xn−1|

)
. (1)

This follows since
∑Ns

n=1 |xn − xn−1| is the total distance
traveled.

A. Algorithm description

Here we describe our approach for varying m throughout
the sampling procedure. We refer to the resulting algorithm
as uniform-to-binary (UTB) search for the following reason.
Our algorithm is a simple two-phase procedure; in the first
stage, samples are taken uniformly along the unit interval
until the remaining hypothesis space is sufficiently small.
At this point, the algorithm performs binary search until a
specified convergence criterion is met. Pseudocode is given in
Algorithm 1, where BinarySearch([a, b], ε) performs the
binary bisection algorithm over the interval [a, b] until the
estimation error is less than ε.
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Fig. 1. Performance of proposed UTB algorithm for spatial sampling to converge to an estimation error less than ε = 1× 10−4. (a) Worst case number of
samples taken. (b) Worst-case distance traveled. (c) Average sampling time as a function of the ratio of travel time to sampling time.

Note that if the true change point is at θ∗, any sampling
procedure must travel at least a distance θ∗. Therefore, our
strategy for designing the search algorithm is to minimize
the total number of samples obtained while constraining the
amount by which the total distance traveled overshoots θ∗.
Constraining this overshoot to 1/m, it is clear that sampling
uniformly minimizes the number of samples subject to this
constraint. Once the feasible interval is reduced to a size 2/m,
a binary search minimizes the remaining number of samples
to estimate θ within an error ε.

The UTB algorithm is a generalization of deterministic QS
with a time-varying search parameter. Recall that in the case
where Yn−1 = 1, QS with parameter m′ follows the update
rule

Xn ← Xn−1 +
1

m′
(b− a), (2)

where all parameters are the same as those defined in Algo-
rithm 1. In light of this fact, it is easy to see that UTB follows
the update rule defined in (2) with m′ = max {2,m(b− a)}.
Note that the condition on Line 3 of Algorithm 1 implements
this.

B. Analysis

In this section we state theoretical results that characterize
the performance of UTB in terms of both the number of
samples taken and the distance traveled throughout the search
procedure.

Theorem 1: Let θ∗ denote the change point of a step function
on the unit interval. Then the UTB search with parameters m, ε
requires

Ns ≥
⌈
θ∗m+ log2

(
1

mε

)
− 2

⌉
(3)

samples to achieve an estimation error
∣∣∣θ̂Ns

− θ∗
∣∣∣ ≤ ε.

Theorem 1 provides the sample complexity for any fixed
value of θ∗. From (3), we immediately obtain the following
average-case and worst-case results.

Corollary 1: The UTB search with parameters m, ε and

Ns ≥
⌈
m+ log2

(
1

mε

)
− 2

⌉
(4)

Algorithm 1 Uniform-to-Binary Search (UTB)
1: Input: search parameter m, stopping error ε
2: Initialize: X0 ← 0, Y0 ← 1, n ← 1, a ← 0, b ← 1

Uniform search stage
3: while b− a > 2

m do
4: if Yn−1 = 1 then
5: Xn ← Xn−1 +

1
m

6: else
7: Xn ← Xn−1 − 1

m
8: end if
9: Yn ← f(Xn)

10: a = max {Xi : Yi = 1, i ≤ n}
11: b = min {Xi : Yi = 0, i ≤ n}
12: θ̂n ← a+b

2
13: end while

Binary search stage
14: θ̂ ← BinarySearch([a, b], ε)

samples is guaranteed to achieve (a)
Eθ∗∼Unf(0,1)

∣∣∣θ̂Ns
− θ∗

∣∣∣ ≤ ε, where Unf(a, b) is the uniform

distribution on [a, b], and (b) supθ∗∈[0,1,]
∣∣∣θ̂Ns

− θ∗
∣∣∣ ≤ ε.

Finally, the following result provides an upper bound on the
excess distance traveled by the vehicle.

Theorem 2: The UTB search with parameters m, ε satisfies

sup
θ∈[0,1]

De ≤
2

m
. (5)

Given these results, one can differentiate (1) with respect
to m to choose the optimal value. It is easily verified that
UTB reduces to binary search as Ts dominates and continuous
sampling as Tt dominates.

III. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we verify the performance of the proposed
UTB algorithm. To obtain a profile of performance as a
function of m, we range θ∗ over 1000 uniformly-spaced values
in the interval [0, 1] for each of 500 values of m ∈ [2, 200].
Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show the resulting worst-case number of



samples needed and excess distance traveled to converge to
an estimation error of ε = 1× 10−4. The figures demonstrate
that UTB obtains a tradeoff between number of samples and
distance traveled via the tuning parameter m. Moreover, our
theoretical analysis closely matches the empirical results.

We also compare the performance of UTB with QS (where
m is fixed over time). We consider the same grid over θ∗ and
m for 1000 different ratios of Tt/Ts in the range of 1×10−4−
1×103. Fig. 1 shows that the UTB algorithm outperforms QS
for all ratios considered. Although the improvement appears
mild, for the practical values of Tt = 0.5 m/s and Ts = 60 s in
the scenario of [4], the resulting improvement amounts to 510
s faster sampling time. This improvement is compounded by
the fact that numerous one-dimensional estimations are used
to estimate the two-dimensional boundary.
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